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Preface
    Thanks  for  choosing  our  softener  series  products.  These  products  are  featured  by  good 
softening  effects,  stable  performance,  excellent  appearance,  compact  structure  and  simple 
handling, etc. They can meet the softening water demand of family washing, bathing, cleaning 
and boiling, etc. Besides, they also can be applied to supplying high quality soften water for 
institutions, schools, group companies, and so on.
    In  order  to  install,  set,  use  and  maintain  products  correctly,  please  do  read  the  manual  in 
details  and  strictly   follow  the  steps  to  install  and  use  the  products.  You  can  refer  to  this 
manual to solve problems that you meet during the usage. This manual and product warranty 
card should be kept properly.

1. Product Profile
    The product works manually to handle the softening or desalting by the multi-port valve. It 
adopts food-grade cation resin to soften water with characteristics of high flow rate and good 
softening effect,  efficiently reducing calcium and magnesium ion content  of  tap water.  After 
the  resin  is  saturated,  manually  controls  the  product  to  brine  and  conduct  regeneration, 
recovering the softening function of the resin. It can manually realize the function of service, 
backwash, brine & slow rinse, brine refill and fast rinse. 

2. Working Principle

  Ion exchange technique is applied to the softener. It can realize the purpose of wiping  off the 
lime scale  (Calcium carbonate  and  magnesium carbonate)  through replacing  the  calcium ion 
and magnesium ion by the sodium ion of the resin. According to the pre-set softening process, 
the user can manually control the multi-port valve so as to realize softening, backwash, brine 
& slow rinse, brine refill and fast rinse. 

3.Assembly & Parts
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4.Function and Characteristics

1. Manual control mode: In the operation of softeners, it needs to manually rotate the hand wheel 
or handle of the multi-port valve to complete the cyclic processes of service, backwash, brine 
and slow rinse, brine refill and fast rinse.

2. Service: Under a certain pressure and at a certain flow rate, the raw water flows through the 
equipment. In the process the calcium ion and magnesium ion of raw water are replaced by the 
sodium  ion  of  resin  and  attached  to  the  resin,  reducing  the  content  of  calcium  ion  and 
magnesium ion and realizing the purpose of softening water.

3. Backwash:  After  the  resin  is  saturated  and  lose  softening  efficacy,  the  program  start 
backwashing  before  regeneration.  On  one  hand,  it  can  wipe  off  the  broken  resin  and  the 
impurity attached to  the surface of resin.  On the other hand,  the  reversed flow direction can 
loosen the tight resin and make it easier for the touch between resin particle and regeneration 
liquid.

4. Brine and slow rinse: The saline solulion of at a certain concentration and water are mixed and 
flow through the resin. As the calcium ion and magnesium ion are replaced by the sodium ion, 
the invalid resin will get regeneration and recover its original softening capacity.

5. Brine  refill:  The  brine  tank  is  refilled  with  water  to  dissolve  the  salt  so  as  to  provide  to 
saturated brine for next regeneration.

6. Fast rinse: Discharge the residual brine and compact the resin particle so as to reach the best 
softening effect. By this step, the product automatically finishes one service cycle.

5.Product Dimensions

Type
Resin 

Tank Size
(φ×h)mm

Resin 
Volume

(L)

Brine Valve 
Specifications

(in)

N.W
(Without 

Salt)

Overall 
Demension

(mm)
G.W. Outer Package

RL-RS50
180×331 4.5 0713 ≤8.2 380×210×465 ≤9.5 410×240×550

180×432 6 0717 ≤10.2 380×210×565 ≤11.8 410×240×650

6.Application

The product are applicable to the treatment of municpal tap water or other qualified raw water.
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7. Technical Parameters
Product Parameters:

Type Flow Rate
(L/h)

Water Capacity 
Per Cycle(L)

Rated Total
Water Capacity (L) Inlet/Outlet Regeneration 

Mode Drain

MRS-4.5 500 1200 320 3/4 Down-flow 1/2

※ Water  treatment  capacity  per  cycle  is  various  according  to  the  difference  water  quality  of 
different  region.  The  standard  testing  conditions  is:  Water  temperature:25 ℃ ,  Raw 
waterhardness: 150mg/L(CaCO3).
Service Conditions:
Water Pressure: 0.15-0.6MPa；
Water Temperature: 5~38℃
Environment Temperature: 4~40℃
Relative Humidity:90%(25℃)

8. Installation
8.1. Installation Notice
※ The product is prohibited to be tilted or laid down during the transportation, installation and 

usage.
※ Place the prduct  on  the  flat  surface  that  can  bear  the  weight  more  than  300kg/㎡ .  Besides, 

there are water inlet and water outlet, drain pipeline and sewage in the workplace.
※ Generally, the products are installed in the villas, apartments, schools etc or connected with 

the  main  water  pipelines  of  other  office  and  business  premises;  if  installed  outdoors, 
protective measure should be taken to prevent it from freezing, sunburn and soaking.

※ The  product  should  be  kept  off  circumstances  with  alkaline  and  acid  substance  or  gases  in 
case of corrosion.

※ The suitable pressure for softener is between 0.15Mpa and 0.6Mpa. If lower or higher than 
the  standard,  a  booster  pump  or  a  relief  valve  should  be  intalled  to  ensure  the  normal 
operation of the equipment.

※ One place  is  recommended to  install  the  system which  causes  the  minimum loss  in  case  of 
water leakage.

※ Use reagent to measure the inlet water hardness, for the hardness is related to the softening 
effect and softening cycle. This series of products should be used in those places where the 
water hardness is lower than 450mg/L.

※ Make  sure  a  check  valve  is  installed  between  the  device  and  water  heater  when  a  heating 
stove  or  water  heater  is  connected  behind  the  device,  in  case  the  hot  water  reflux  cause 
damage to the internal system of the product.

※ Separate sewage is required for the drain of the device. There should be 5 to 10cm of space 
between the drain pipeline and floor drain, in case the siphon causes damage to the valve by 
the waste.(Installation refer to below picture)
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※ Before installing the pipeline, please clean off the residual impurities and dust in the pipeline. 
After the main water inlet is closed, connect it with the device.

※ All  pipelines  should  meet  the  relevant  regulations.  The  installation  and  connection  should 
comply with the local installation rules.

※ Keep a certain operation space for adding salt, cleaning an maintaining.

8.2. Installation and Connection

※ The pipeline connection and installation should be carried out in accordance with "Water and 
Sewage Pipeline Construction Standards". The inlet/outlet  connector and pipeline connector 
should  be  installed  on  the  same axis.  Be sure  not  to  install  the  positions  of  inlet  and  outlet 
reversely.

※ The affiliated DLFC should be inserted into the drain outlet.  The inlet,  outlet  pipeline,drain 
line  and  overflow  pipeline  should  be  connected  in  sequence  and  make  sure  there  are  no 
leakage  of  every  joint.  It  is  suggested  to  use  hose  pipe  to  connect  the  softener  with  inlet, 
outlet,  drain  connector  and  overflow  connector.  (Attention:  the  pipe  fittings  and  valves 
should  be  made  of  304  stainless  steel,  alloy  copper  forging,  or  high  strength  engineering 
plastics, etc. The iron valves and pipe fittings are forbidden to use.)

※ It is suggested to install a manual bypass valve between the main water inlet and inlet/outlet 
of  the  device,  making  it  convenient  for  intallation  and  maintenance.  (Refer  to  the  below 
installation illustration).
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※ For convenient maintenance, the device is suggested as the illustration shows.
Note: Install three ball valves to connect the control valve and inlet/outlet pipeline. Valve B is 
connected with the inlet of the control valve, valve C to the outlet. When the valve body needs 
fixing, open valve A, then close the valve B and valve C. Normally, just open valve B and C, 
then close valve A.
※ The control valve should be placed higher than the floor drain.  The sewage and overflow 

pipelines  should  be  less  than  2  meter,  and  place  them above  the  floor  drain.   No  throttle  
device should be installed on the drain line. The pipe sealing should be of PTFE only.

※ Each pipeline should be supported by an independent holder lest the weight and stress from 
the pipeline cause damage to the control valve.
Note: Make sure drain pipeline and overflow pipeline are connected well andl closc to flow 
drain which helps to drain rapidly.

8.3. Directions for Use
※ In the position switch of the multi-functional flow control valve, rotate the hand wheel or 

handle by 360°clockwise or counterclockwise to make the pointer rotate to the responding 
position so as to achieve the status of service, backwash, brine and slow rinse, brine refill 
and fast rinse.

Notices:
      The hand wheel or handle can only be rotated clockwise or counterclockwise, forbidden to 
be rotated upward and downward.
      In operation the hand wheel arrow must be pointed to the responding arrow, otherwise the 
possible malposition will cause water channeling or insuffciency of flow rate.

English Graph Meanings

Service Means in service position

Backwash Means in backwash position

Brine&Slow Rinse Means in brine & slow rinse position

Brine Refill Means in brine refill position

Fast Rinse Means in fast rinse position
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8.4. Reference Values of Each Position of Valve

Selting Items Unit Resin Tank 
Specs.

Reference 
Values Actual Values

Backwask Time Minute 03

Brine and Slow 
Rinse Time Minute

0713 32
0717 32

Brine Rinse Time Minute
0713 03
0717 04

Fast Rinse Time Minute
Regeneration 
Cycle Days

Day Refer to the below table

Model NO.
Raw Water 
Hardness

(mg/L)

Continuous  
WaterSupply

Volune(L)

Regeneration Cycle (Day)
Average Water 
Use (150L/Day)

Average Water
 Use(300L/Day)

MRS-4.5
150 1500 10 5
300 750 5 3

MRS-6
150 2000 13 7
300 1000 7 3

Note:
● The user should conduct the operation of backwash, brine and slow rinse, refill, fast rinse 

according to the reference time values corresponding to the resin tank specifications.
● The above time values is only for reference, and the user can make adjustment according to 

the actual situation.

8.5. Residential Softener Flowchart
※ The  flowchart  of  Runlucky  series  softeners:  service — — >backwash — — >brine  and  slow 

rinse ——>brine refill——>fast rinse——>service (The user should operate in order in case 
the incorrect operation makes the softeners malfunction.)
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Brine valve installation and usage: 
      The  brine  valve  plays  two  roles  in  the  whole  system:  First,  under  the  brine  and  slow rinse 
status, with the floating ball,  the brine valve can prevent  the air from being inhaled which may 
affect  the  regeneration  and  usability.  That  is,  the  brine  valve  has  the  function  of  air  check. 
Second, under the brine refill status. the brine valve can control the volume of refilling water by 
controlling the position of floater.

9.Usage Installation

      After  installing  the  device  and  setting  the  relevant  parameters,  please  conduct  the  trial 
running as follows:
※ For the first use after installation, the user should add regeneration salt to the brine tank, and 

water of an amount enough for a saturation, so as to make the water and salt completely mixed 
as saturated solution(26%). Then the user can start the system (Only when the device is put 
into for the first time, the user needs such operation.)

Resin Tank 
Specitications

0713 0717

Water Cpacity(L) 4 5

※ Rotate the  control  valve  to  the Backwash status;  slowly open  the  inlet  valve  to  1/4  position 
(Avoiding to  open the valve too quickly so  as  not  to  damage the device and make the  resin 
run off ) to slowly release the air from the resin tank; at this moment, you can hear the sound 
of air-out from the drain pipeline. After the air  is  completely released, then open inlet  valve 
completely  and  conduct  backwashing  for  2~3  minutes,  cleaning  the  impurities  and  broken 
resin particles.

※ After the Backwash ends, rotate the hand wheel to Brine & Slow Rinse; under this status,the 
salt  will  be  absorbed  from  the  brine  tank  into  the  resin  and  the  resin  is  regenerated.  After 
absorbing the salt, the brine valve will close. The system will still conduct about 15 minutes 
of slow rinse, wiping off the residual brine. The whole process will take about 40 minutes.

※ After the Brine & Slow Rinse ends, rotate the hand wheel to Brine Refill; the brine tank will 
be  refilled  with  water  to  dissolve  the  salt.  When  the  level  contoller  reaches  the  required 
height, the refilling will be stop. The new saturated brine will be used for next regeneration.

※ After  the  Brine  Refill  ends,  rotate  the  hand  wheel  to  Fast  Rinse.  The  Fast  Rinse  lasts  3 
minutes fast and will discharge the residual brine and compact the resin particle so as to reach 
the best softening effect.

※ Take the sample outlet  water to  test  whether  it  it  qualified,  if  qualified,  end Fast  Rinse,  and 
rotate the hand wheel to Service.

Illustration: When the device is in regeneration cycle and the softened water ceases to flow 
out from the outlet, then it is suggested to operate according to the reference time values. If 
you want to end the step in advance, you can rotate the hand wheel to any other position.
During the trial running status, check each port. There should be no media flowing out.
Check each connection, no leakage.
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10.Note

Before reading and understanding the manual instruction, please do not operate the device.
※ Forbid installing the device near heat source or take anti-heat protective measures when 

install near the heat source. It is also forbidden to connect the device with the hot-water 
pipeline  or  the  pipeline  with  the  possibility  of  hot-water  returning.  Forbid  the  product 
under  the  temperature  lower  than  1℃ .  Protect  resin  from freezing  which  may result  in 
resin broken and disabled.

※ If the raw water fails to meet the standards of municipal tap water, such as the sediment 
concentration or residual chlorine content exceed the stand, etc., the pretreatment device 
should be installed before the device.(Such as Y type fliter, ultra filter, and so on.)

※ During the operation, please check the brine tank regularly to ensure that there is brine in 
the tank. And when adding brine, please make sure that volume of brine should be 2/3 of 
the  tank.  When  it  is  less  than  1/3,  please  add  brine  in  time.  (Attention:  make  sure  the 
dissolving salt time is more than 6 hours so as to make the saline solution saturate)

※ Please strictly use the salt of more than 99% purity only. Any salt with additive or large 
particles is forbidden to add.

※ Sodium used in the water softening process should be considered as part of your overall 
dietary salt intake. Contact doctor if you are on a low sodium diet.

※ Please  use  this  product  under  the  water  temperature  between  5~45℃ ,  water  pressure 
0.15~0.6 MPa. Failure to use this product under such conditions voids the warranty.

※ Without use for a long time or the pressure of the inlet water is instable, please close the 
inlet port and turn off the power. Before using again, please firstly conduct a regeneration 
cycle through manual operation so as to ensure the quality of soften water.

※ If  the  water  demand  is  increasing  (Compared  to  usual  demand)  or  the  hardness  of  raw 
water is rising. please reduce the regeneration cycle and increase the regeneration times, 
ensuring the softened water yield.

※ When using the  softener  for  the first  time or  the device is  idle  for  a  long period,  it  is  a 
normal that the outlet water is yellow. Please put it into use after 2~3 minutes of rinsing.

※ Sometimes  the  brine  in  the  brine  tank  will  forms  salt  bridge.  That  is,  there  is  a  space 
under  the  brine  which  prevents  the  salt  from  being  dissolved  and  hinders  the  resin 
regeneration. It is suggested to check regularly. If there is salt bridge, please mash it.

※ As  the  product  is  constantly  updating,  it  is  possible  that  the  real  product  does  not 
completely conform with the manual instruction. It is subject to the real product.

Special note: The water pressure of tap water is changeable(Normally the pressure in night 
time  is  higher  than  day  time.),so  pay  attention  to  each  connection  to  check  if  there  is  any 
leakage at the first two days after products installed.
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11.Trouble-Shooting
Before maintenance, please check following information.

Trouble details Cause Solution

Leakage 1.Connector-loose                       
2.O-ring broken

1.Screw tight connector or reconnect                               
2.Replace o-ring

Noise Air enters device Re-backwash, empty air

High hardness of         
outlet water

1.Unqualified raw water
2.Regeneration cycle too long

1.Contact with supplier
2.Shorten regeneration cycle time

Brine failure or                    
brine deficient

1.Inlet pressure too low       
2.Brine pipe hindered      
3.Injector broken               
4.Brine pipe air leakage

1.Increase inlet pressure,more than 
0.15Mpa
2.Check and climinate the blockage
3.Replace injection
4.Check brine pipe components,eliminate 
leakageBrine tank water 

overflow
1.Brine refill time too long 
2.Remaining water too much

1.Shorten brine refill time
2.Check brine status

No soft water after 
regeneration

1.Controller broken              
2.Low inlet pressure              
3.No salt in brine tank      
4.Injector hindered             
5.Riser pipe o-ring broken

1.Replace the controller
2.Increase inlet pressure
3.Add salt and manual regenerate
4.Disassemble injector then clean, 
assemble it
5.Replase o-ring

Backwash flow rate 
too high or too low

1.Without drain line flow control   
2.Foreign material in flow 
restrictor

1.Install drain line flow control
2.Clean off foreign material

Salty water

1.Inlet pressure too low              
2.Drain pipe or DLFC hindered   
3.Excessive amount of saturated 
salt solution in brine tank                    
4.Short time of fast rinse

1.Install pressure pump
2.Eliminate block
3.Decrease amount of refill water
4.Extend fast rinse time

Drain port 
continually drain

1.Leakage happens in valve   
2.Foreign material get stuck in 
valve

1.Replace valve
2.Clean off foreign material
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12.Componet Structure, Name and Code

12.1. Product Structure
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12.2Component Name and Code

Serial 
NO. Component Name

Component Code Quantity Notice

MRS 4.5 MRS 6
1 Cap 8WRX.945.022 8WRX.945.022 1

2 Seal Ring φ28.5×φ20×3 8WRX.371.088 8WRX.371.088 1

3 Connector 8WRX.458.044 8WRX.458.044 1

4 Cabinet 8WRX.002.016 8WRX.002.017 1

5 Tube φ10×φ6.5×430 8WRX.457.101 8WRX.457.101 1

6 Resin Tank 5WRX.469.001(0713) 5WRX.469.038(0717) 1

7 Resin 4WRX.030.001(4.5L) 4WRX.030.001(6L)

8 Dustproof Cover 8WRX.005.026 8WRX.005.026 1

9 Bottom Strainer 5WRX.339.044 5WRX.339.045 1

10 Top Strainer 5WRX.339.040 5WRX.339.040 1

11 O-ring φ25.8×2.65 8WRX.378.078 8WRX.378.078 1

12 O-ring φ73×5.3 8WRX.378.143 8WRX.378.143 1

13 Connector 5WRX.458.008 5WRX.458.008 1

14 Softener Valve 2WRX.972.048RX 2WRX.972.048RX 1

15 Connector

3/4"M-3/4"M 8WRX.458.011 8WRX.458.011

2 For 
optional3/4"M-1/2"M 8WRX.458.012 8WRX.458.012

3/4"M NPT 8WRX.458.028 8WRX.458.028

16 Lid 5WRX.915.002 5WRX.915.002 1

17 Switch 6WRX.262.002 6WRX.262.002 1

18 Brine Valve 2WRX.974.007 2WRX.974.006 1

12.3.Valve Structure
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12.4.Component Name and Code

Serial NO. Component Name Component Code QuantitySMV01B
1 O-ring φ15×1.8 8WRX.378.179 1
2 Drain Line Flow Control 8WRX.468.042 1
3 Connector 8WRX.458.064 1
4 Animated Nut 8WRX.945.025 1
5 Nut, Hex.Hd. 8WRX.940.001 1
6 Tube Bushing 8WRX.457.004 1
7 Connector 8WRX.458.068 1
8 O-ring φ11ˣ2 8WRX.378.169 1
9 Brine Line Flow Control 8WRX.468.057 1

10 O-ring φ10.82×1.78 8WRX.378.012 1
11 O-ring φ7.5×1.8 8WRX.378.016 1
12 Plug 8WRX.323.002 2
13 Seal Ring 8WRX.370.003 1
14 Injector Body 8WRX.008.010 1
15 O-ring φ30×1.8 8WRX.378.025 1
16 Clip 8WRX.270.010 1
17 Throat, Injector 8WRX.467.001 1
18 Nozzle, Injector 8WRX.454.001 1
19 Cover, Injector 8WRX.315.001 1
20 Screw,Cross 8WRX.902.017 2
21 Screw,Cross 8WRX.909.008 1
22 O-ring φ73×5.3 8WRX.378.143 2
23 O-ring φ25.8×2.65 8WRX.378.078 1

24 Valve Body(ABS+GF10) 8WRX.022.016 1Valve Body(PPO+GF20) 8WRX.022.015
25 Seal Ring 8WRX.370.025 1
26 Fixed Disk 8WRX.469.012 1
27 Moving Disk 8WRX.459.013 1
28 Moving Seal Ring 8WRX.370.053 1
29 Shaft 8WRX.258.009 1
30 Anti-friction Washer 8WRX.216.010 1
31 O-Ring φ50.39×3.53 8WRX.378.107 1
32 O-Ring φ25.8×2.65 8WRX.378.078 2
33 Fitting Nut 8WRX.092.007 1
34 Cover 8WRX.444.008 1
35 Marble 8WRX.271.004 1
36 Spring 8WRX.282.003 1
37 Handle Wheel 8WRX.253.001 1
38 Screw,Cross 8WRX.909.014 1
39 Lable 8WRX.860.001 1
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13.Maintenance
※Before check-up please turn off the softener inlet valve or bypass valve to bypass position.
※Prohibited to use harmful detergents or chemicals to clean, wipe the device.
※Wipe with a moistened soft fabrics to clean equipment surface dust and foreign matter, aviod 
the water into the valve internal erosion electrical components causing damage.
※Disassembly way (Before disassembly, the device should be under brine status that will make 
it convenient for maintenance).

Note:
● When check or replace the resin, ensure the length of riser tube should be neither higher nor 
lower 10mm tank top opening height(See picture 1), and its top end should be rounded to avoid 
damage of O-ring inside the valve.

● Avoid floccules substance together with resin to fill in the mineral tank.
● Avoid the inside O-ring falling out while install the control valve on the tank.
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